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Abstract

Bundle adjustment (BA) is essential in many robotics and structure-from-motion applications. In robotics, often a bundle adjustment solution is desired to be available incrementally as new poses and 3D points are observed. Similarly in batch structure from motion, cameras are typically added incrementally to allow good initializations. Current incremental BA methods quickly become computationally expensive as more camera poses and 3D points are added into the optimization. In this paper we introduce incremental light bundle adjustment (iLBA), an efficient optimization framework that substantially reduces computational complexity compared to incremental bundle adjustment. First, the number of variables in the optimization is reduced by algebraic elimination of observed 3D points, leading to a structureless BA. The resulting cost function is formulated in terms of three-view constraints instead of re-projection errors and only the camera poses are optimized. Second, the optimization problem is represented using graphical models and incremental inference is applied, updating the solution using adaptive partial calculations each time a new camera is incorporated into the optimization. Typically, only a small fraction of the camera poses are recalculated in each optimization step. The 3D points, although not explicitly optimized, can be reconstructed based on the optimized camera poses at any time. We study probabilistic and computational aspects of iLBA and compare its accuracy against incremental BA and another recent structureless method using real-imagery and synthetic datasets. Results indicate iLBA is 2-10 times faster than incremental BA, depending on number of image observations per frame.

1 Introduction

Bundle adjustment (BA) has been at the focus of many research efforts for the past few decades. While its origin is in the photogrammetry community, it is an essential component in many applications in computer vision and robotics,
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where it is also known as structure from motion (SfM) and full simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM). A thorough review of different aspects in BA can be found in [49].

Bundle adjustment can be considered as a large optimization problem, with the optimized variables being the camera poses and the observed structure (3D points/landmarks) and where one aims to minimize the difference between the actual and the predicted image observations. Computational complexity is scenario-dependent and is a function of several factors, including the number of images, observed 3D points, and the actual image observations. Research in recent years has been focused on developing efficient and fast approaches for BA optimization, which is required to process a large amount of information in a reasonable time. Proposed approaches include exploiting the typical sparseness of the problem, performing parallelization and distribution of the involved calculations, and optimizing a reduced system that approximates the full system.

This paper introduces incremental light bundle adjustment (iLBA), an efficient optimization method that is applicable both to SfM and SLAM. The method incorporates two key components to reduce computational complexity: structureless BA and incremental smoothing.

The idea in the recently-developed structureless BA methods [41, 18, 21] is to improve computational complexity by reducing the number of variables involved in the optimization. Specifically, in structureless BA only the camera poses are optimized, while the 3D points are algebraically eliminated using multi-view constraints. The optimization minimizes the errors in satisfying these constraints, instead of optimizing the re-projection errors as in standard BA. iLBA utilizes three-view constraints [17], which in contrast to using only epipolar constraints in structureless BA [41], allow consistent motion estimates even when the camera centers are co-linear, a situation common in mobile robotics. Alternatively, one can apply trifocal constraints [35, 15] within the same framework. If required, all or some of the 3D points can be calculated using standard structure reconstruction techniques using the optimized camera poses. Figure 1 shows an example of iLBA-optimized camera poses, which are then used for sparse 3D reconstruction in two real-imagery datasets considered in this paper.

The second component in iLBA is incremental smoothing, an efficient incremental optimization that uses a recently-developed technique [27] to update the solution using adaptive partial calculations each time a new camera (image) is incorporated into the optimization. Being able to incorporate new information and efficiently perform the optimization is important in many applications, such as robot vision, where the images are not given ahead of time (e.g. gradually captured by a single or group of mobile robots) and the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate is required each time a new image is received. Furthermore, since a good initialization is essential not to be trapped in a local minima, incremental optimization is also used in batch scenarios where all the imagery data is available. Typically, incremental smoothing involves recalculating only a small number of camera poses as opposed to always optimizing all camera poses in previous incremental SfM [53] and structureless BA methods [47, 41, 18]. To the best of our knowledge, incremental smoothing has not been suggested to
(a) Cubicle dataset: 148 cameras, 31,910 3D points and 164,358 image observations.

(b) Outdoor dataset: 308 cameras, 74,070 3D points and 316,696 image observations.

Figure 1: Optimized camera poses using iLBA followed by (sparse) structure reconstruction. Computational time of iLBA is 8-10 times faster compared to incremental BA.
structureless BA thus far.

We demonstrate, using different real-imagery and synthetic datasets, that these two components result in a significant reduction in computational complexity while exhibiting high accuracy for reasonable image noise levels, compared to standard BA. Our implementation of iLBA is publicly available\(^1\).

In this paper we also present a probabilistic analysis of iLBA, analyzing how well the probability distribution corresponding to the iLBA cost function agrees with the true probability distribution of the camera poses. The latter can be calculated in standard BA from the joint probability of camera poses and 3D points. An accurate and reliable uncertainty estimate is important in many structure from motion and robotics applications, yet to the best of our knowledge this is the first time that such an analysis is conducted for structureless BA methods.

Consequently, this paper makes the following main contributions: a) An efficient incremental structureless bundle adjustment method is introduced. b) Probabilistic analysis of thereof, as well as of previous structureless methods, is presented. c) Accuracy and computational complexity are evaluated and compared to other methods based on synthetic and real-imagery datasets.

The present paper is an extension of the work presented in [21, 22]. As a further contribution, in this manuscript we present an extensive quantitative evaluation of the performance and accuracy of iLBA, considering different aspects such as number of image observations per frame, different feature track lengths, dense sequential loop closures and sensitivity to image noise.

The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows. Related work and background material on standard and structureless BA are discussed in Sections 2 and 3, respectively. Light bundle adjustment (LBA), the first component in our approach, is introduced in Section 4. The second component is then discussed in Section 5, where LBA is reformulated for a recently-developed incremental factor graph optimization method, iSAM2 [27]. Computational complexity and evaluation of timing performance using synthetic and real-imagery datasets is provided in Section 6. Probabilistic analysis, and study of accuracy and uncertainty estimation are given in Section 7. Concluding remarks and directions for future research are suggested in Section 8.

2 Related Work

A vast body of work describes approaches for reducing the computational complexity of BA, in particular when processing a large number of images. Lourakis and Argyros [32] and Konolige [29] develop methods that fully exploit the sparsity of the involved matrices in the optimization. Snavely et al. [44] construct a skeletal graph using a small subset of images and incorporate the rest of the images using pose estimation, while Konolige and Agrawal [30] carefully choose

\(^1\)Code is available on the website of the first author.
and optimize a reduced non-linear system, that approximates well the full system. Another family of methods used to reduce the complexity of optimizing the standard BA problem use preconditioned gradient descent [1, 4, 24, 25].

Increased efficiency and substantial improvement in running time have been obtained by using parallel and distributed computations. For example, Ni et al. [39] optimize in parallel several submaps that are merged afterwards, and Wu et al. [52] efficiently solve large 3D reconstruction problems by exploiting multicore CPU and GPU. GPU-based parallelization is also used by Frahm et al. [12], whose method can be applied both to large collections of images and to video streams. Klein and Murray [28] developed an approach for high rate parallel tracking and mapping using a monocular camera, while Newcombe et al. [38] presented an approach for real time camera tracking and dense reconstruction. Agarwal et al. [2] presented a 3D reconstruction system that exploits parallelization, using multi-core and cloud computing, to be able to handle large-scale image sequences.

Incremental bundle adjustment is a topic of recent research. Most existing work maintains real-time performance by optimizing a small subset of the most recent poses each time a new image is added. For example, Engels et al. [7] optimize a number of the most recent camera poses and landmarks using the standard BA optimization, and Mouragnon et al. [37] perform a similar optimization but including keyframe selection and using a generic camera model. Zhang and Shan [53] perform an optimization over the most recent camera triplets, experimenting with both standard BA optimization and a reduced optimization where the landmarks are linearly eliminated. However, since these methods optimize a sliding window of the most recent past poses, the necessary cameras will not be readjusted after large loop closures.

Other incremental bundle adjustment methods optimize more than just a fixed number of recent poses, instead adaptively identifying which camera poses to optimize [46, 42, 36]. However, in contrast with incremental smoothing [27], these methods result in approximate solutions to the overall least-squares problem, and do not reuse all possible computations. Additionally, these methods leverage specific properties of SfM problems, whereas incremental smoothing is a fully general incremental nonlinear optimization system, making possible immediate integration of additional robot-specific measurements such as GPS and IMU [23]. It is for these reasons incremental smoothing is our method of choice in this work.

The above methods efficiently minimize the overall re-projection errors, a procedure that involves optimizing both the camera poses and the observed 3D points (with the exception of Zhang and Shan). In contrast, structureless bundle adjustment approaches, which is also the approach in our work, algebraically eliminate the 3D points from the optimization and optimize the residual error in satisfying applicable multi-view constraints.

Early approaches suggested applying multi-view constraints for solving the SfM problem in a given sequence of images. For example, Fitzgibbon and Zisserman [11] suggested estimating the trifocal tensors [15] between consecutive triplets of images as well as the observed 3D points in each such triplet, fol-
followed by registration of the triplets sequence and the involved structure into a single reference frame. Nistér [40] generalized this scheme by constructing a hierarchical structure of trifocal tensors, allowing to identify cameras with reliable estimated tensors and large parallax. The structure and motion problem is then solved using a standard bundle adjustment applied on these cameras and the associated feature correspondences.

The concept of avoiding structure estimation as an intermediate step has been proposed in several works. For example, Avidan and Shashua [3] used trifocal tensors to consistently concatenate sequential fundamental matrices, while Zhang and Shan [53] proposed local BA applied on a sliding window of triplets of images and correcting the image observations instead of estimating the 3D points that they represent. In [50], SfM is solved using a constrained least squares optimization, with the overall re-projection errors minimized subject to all independent two-view constraints.

While neither of the above methods have proposed a global optimization that is solely based on multi-view constraints, they paved the way to structureless BA where explicit 3D reconstruction is avoided altogether [47, 41, 18]. The first structureless BA method was introduced, to the best of our knowledge, by Steffen et al. [47], who optimized the corrections of image observations subject to satisfying trifocal tensor constraints. The authors used a relative parametrization of camera poses, with the pose of each camera expressed relative to the previous camera, resulting in improved numerical stability and faster convergence. A similar concept was developed in [18] using three-view constraints [19] instead of the trifocal tensor. While structure reconstruction is avoided, the number of variables in the optimization is larger than in case of a standard bundle adjustment, since in addition to the camera poses it also involves corrections to images observations. Rodriguez et al. [41] obtained a reduced computational complexity by reformulating the optimized cost function and refraining from correcting the image observations. The cost function in their formulation is expressed directly in terms of residual errors of two-view constraints.

Another related approach to SfM and SLAM is to optimize only the camera poses but using a graph of pairwise or triplet-wise relative pose constraints. In robotics, this is referred to as pose-SLAM, e.g. [9, 16], or FrameSLAM [30]. Similar approaches in SfM solve camera poses using graphs of pose constraints on camera pairs and triplets [13, 14]. The cost function in this approach is formulated using relative pose constraints, which are estimated in a separate process. In contrast, the cost function in structureless BA is expressed in terms of individual multi-view constraints.

3 Standard and Structureless Bundle Adjustment Methods

In this section we briefly explain two methods for bundle adjustment. Standard bundle adjustment optimizes both camera poses and 3D landmark positions
given image feature observations. Structureless bundle adjustment algebraically eliminates the 3D landmarks, thereby avoiding explicitly optimizing them.

3.1 Standard Bundle Adjustment

We consider a sequence of \(N\) images captured from different and unknown camera poses. Denote the camera pose that captured the \(i\)th image by \(x_i\) and let \(Z_i\) represent all the image observations of that image, with a single image observation of some landmark \(l_j\) denoted by \(z_j^i \in Z_i\). Let \(X\) and \(L\) represent, respectively, all the camera poses and the observed landmarks,

\[
X = \{x_1, \ldots, x_N\}, \quad L = \{l_1, \ldots, l_M\},
\]

with \(M\) being the number of observed landmarks. These landmarks represent 3D scene points that generate the detected 2D visual features.

The joint probability distribution function (pdf) is then

\[
p(X, L|Z),
\]

where \(Z\) is the set of all image observations from all images: \(Z = \{Z_i\}_{i=1}^N\).

The maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation of \(X\) and \(L\) is given by

\[
X^*, L^* = \arg \max_{X, L} p(X, L|Z).
\]

The joint pdf \(p(X, L|Z)\) can always be factorized in terms of any available a priori information and the measurement models as

\[
p(X, L|Z) = \text{priors} \cdot \prod_{i} \prod_{j} p\left(z_j^i|x_i, l_j\right),
\]

When assuming Gaussian distributions, each individual measurement term \(p\left(z_j^i|x_i, l_j\right)\) can be written as

\[
p\left(z_j^i|x_i, l_j\right) \propto \exp \left(-\frac{1}{2} \|z_j^i - \text{proj}(x_i, l_j)\|_\Sigma^2\right) \equiv f_{\text{proj}},
\]

where \(\text{proj}(\cdot)\) is the projection function [15] for a standard pinhole camera model, and \(\|a\|_\Sigma^2 = a^T \Sigma^{-1} a\) is the squared Mahalanobis distance with the measurement covariance matrix \(\Sigma\). The \(\text{priors}\) term can be written accordingly and is omitted, from now on, for conciseness.

Calculating the MAP estimate then becomes equivalent to minimizing the following non-linear least-squares cost function (omitting the \(\text{priors}\) for clarity):

\[
J_{BA}(X, L) = \sum_{i} \sum_{j} \|z_j^i - \text{proj}(x_i, l_j)\|_\Sigma^2,
\]

a process known as bundle adjustment.
One can observe that optimizing (6) involves $6N + 3M$ variables and thus becomes computationally expensive as the number of views and observed landmarks increase.

This is particularly an issue if new images become available on a constant basis, such as in robot vision applications, and a solution is required at some frequency (e.g. each time a new image is received). Denoting by $X_k$ the camera poses of all images up to the current time $t_k$, and by $L_k$ all the observed landmarks in these images, we are interested in finding the MAP estimate

$$X_k^*, L_k^* = \arg \max_{X_k, L_k} p(X_k, L_k | Z_k),$$

(7)

with $Z_k$ representing all the image observations. Note that not all cameras observe all landmarks, making the bundle adjustment problem usually very sparse.

3.2 Structureless Bundle Adjustment

Different approximations to the BA cost function (6) have been proposed in previous structureless BA methods [47, 41, 18]. One alternative is to express the cost function in terms of corrections made to the image observations, subject to satisfying applicable multi-view constraints [47, 18] (again omitting priors):

$$J_{SLB}(X, P) = \sum_i \sum_j \| z_{ij}^i - p_{ij}^i \|^2 - 2\lambda^T h(X, P),$$

(8)

where $p_{ij}^i \in P$ denotes the “fitted” image observation $z_{ij}^i \in Z$, and $P$ represents all the fitted observations. $\lambda$ is a vector of Lagrange multipliers and $h \doteq [ h_1 \ldots h_{N_h} ]^T$ represents all the multi-view constraints derived from feature correspondences in the given sequence of views, with $N_h$ being the number of such constraints. Each such constraint $h_i$ is an implicit nonlinear function of camera poses and image observations, involving different views that observe a mutual scene. For example, Rodriguez et al. use epipolar geometry constraints [41], Steffen et al. employ trifocal tensor constraints [47], while Indelman uses three-view constraints [18]. Since our approach is also based on three-view constraints, we defer a detailed exposition of these constraints to the next section.

We denote the structureless BA approach (8) by SLB and use this method with the mentioned three-view constraints in the rest of this paper.

Observe that since image observations are also optimized and each 3D point is typically observed in several views, the number of variables in the SLB cost function (8) is much higher compared to the BA cost function (6).

4 Light Bundle Adjustment (LBA)

In this section we describe the first component in our approach, LBA. In order to introduce the details of LBA, we first explain it in a batch scenario. We then
proceed to the incremental framework in the context of robotics in Section 5.

LBA reduces the number of variables in the bundle adjustment optimization, as compared with standard bundle adjustment, by eliminating the landmarks and thus optimizing only the camera poses. Instead of a probabilistic variable elimination from the pdf, LBA uses an algebraic elimination relying on multiview constraints to introduce a new pdf \( p_{LBA} (X|Z) \) over only the camera poses.

Key to the efficiency of LBA is that its density over poses \( p_{LBA} (X|Z) \) is not equivalent to the exact marginalization of the landmarks \( p(X|Z) = \int_L p(X, L|Z) dL \). Performing the latter marginalization would require first iterative nonlinear optimization of the full bundle adjustment problem, including landmarks, to find the MAP estimate of both the camera poses and landmarks before applying a Gaussian approximation to compute the marginal. This nonlinear optimization of the full bundle adjustment problem is the expensive task that LBA avoids.

The LBA pdf \( p_{LBA} (X|Z) \) derives from Gaussian noise on a measurement residual \( h(x, z) \to \mathbb{R} \) derived from the multiview constraints (omitting priors),

\[
p_{LBA} (X|Z) \propto \prod_i \exp \left( -\frac{1}{2} \| h_i(\bar{X}_i, \bar{Z}_i) \|_{\Sigma_i}^2 \right). 
\]

Here, \( i \) indexes over residual functions, and each \( h_i(\bar{X}_i, \bar{Z}_i) \) is the residual of one of the multiview constraints in Eqs. (10)-(12), involving either two or three camera poses. We represent this \( i \)th subset of camera poses and the involved image observations by \( \bar{X}_i \subset X \) and \( \bar{Z}_i \subset Z \), respectively.

Unlike in standard bundle adjustment, there is not a 1-1 mapping between residual functions and landmark observations. Instead, each residual function is the result of eliminating a landmark from the observations of two or three cameras. While a landmark may be observed by more than three views, algebraically independent relations exist only between up to three cameras [34]. Therefore, algebraic elimination of a landmark is represented by a set of two- and three-view constraints \( h_i \) between the different cameras observing this landmark. The procedure for selecting which residual functions are instantiated is described in Section 5.3.

The covariance matrices \( \Sigma_i \) are calculated as \( \Sigma_i = A_i \Sigma A_i^T \), where \( A_i \) is the Jacobian of the constraint \( h_i \) with respect to the involved pixel observations. Although to yield the best accuracy \( \Sigma_i \) should be recalculated each time appropriate variables are re-linearized, in LBA we opt to calculate these matrices only once. We show in Section 7.3 that this has negligible effect on accuracy, while computational cost is significantly reduced.

As opposed to the SLB cost function (8), and similar to [41], image observations are not corrected in the LBA formulation.

\(^a\)Not to be confused with \( X_i \) and \( Z_i \).
4.1 Residual Functions

The LBA residual function is a proxy for the reprojection error of a landmark between two or three cameras. Consider the camera poses that observe some common 3D point \( l_1 \) as illustrated in Figure 2a. Writing down all the appropriate projection equations, it is possible to algebraically eliminate \( l_1 \), which results in constraints between triplets of poses [51]. One possible formulation of these constraints, recently developed in the context of vision-aided navigation [17, 19], is the three-view constraints. Assuming three overlapping views \( k, l \) and \( m \), these constraints are

\[
\begin{align*}
g_{2v}(x_k, x_l, z_k, z_l) &= q_k \cdot (t_{k \rightarrow l} \times q_l) \\
g_{2v}(x_l, x_m, z_l, z_m) &= q_l \cdot (t_{l \rightarrow m} \times q_m) \\
g_{3v}(x_k, x_l, x_m, z_k, z_l, z_m) &= (q_l \times q_k) \cdot (q_m \times t_{l \rightarrow m}) - (q_k \times t_{k \rightarrow l}) \cdot (q_m \times q_l)
\end{align*}
\]  

where \( q_i = R_i^T K_i^{-1} z \) for any view \( i \) and image observation \( z \), \( K_i \) is the calibration matrix of this view, \( R_i \) represents the rotation matrix from some arbitrary global frame to the \( i^{th} \) view’s frame, and \( t_{i \rightarrow j} \) denotes the translation vector from view \( i \) to view \( j \), expressed in the global frame. The first two constraints are the two-view constraints \( g_{2v} \) between appropriate pairs of views, while the third constraint, \( g_{3v} \), involves all three views and facilitates maintaining a consistent scale for the translation vectors \( t_{k \rightarrow l} \) and \( t_{l \rightarrow m} \). These constraints were shown
to be necessary and sufficient conditions for observing the same 3D point by these three views [17]. In contrast to using only epipolar geometry constraints, use of three-view constraints (10)-(12) as well as the trifocal tensor, maintains a consistent scale even in co-linear camera configurations. The appendix provides further details regarding the relation of the three-view constraints to the standard trifocal tensor.

Referring to the LBA pdf (9), each constraint $h_i$ is thus a single two- or three-view constraint ($h_i \in \{g_{2v}, g_{3v}\}$) that is a function of several camera poses and image observations in the corresponding images.

When a landmark is observed by more than three views, a single two-view (10) and three-view constraint (12) are added for each new view $k$ and some earlier views $l$ and $m$. The reason for not adding the second two-view constraint (between views $l$ and $m$) is that this constraint was already used when processing these past views. In case a 3D point is observed by only two views, we add a single two-view constraint. We postpone the discussion on how the past views $l$ and $m$ are chosen until Section 5.3.

The LBA pdf (9) assumes a Gaussian distribution of each of the residuals (both $g_{2v}$ and $g_{3v}$). To verify this is a reasonable assumption, ideal synthetic image observations across different views were contaminated with sampled Gaussian noise in different synthetic scenarios, followed by calculation of the residuals for two- and three-view constraints. The statistics of these residuals is indeed very close to Gaussian distribution, as shown in Figure 2b for the three-view constraints $g_{3v}$.

Remark: In this paper we assume a projective camera model with known calibration matrices $K_i$. However, if the latter is not accurately known, it can become part of the inference problem, in which case each of the constraints $g_{2v}$ and $g_{3v}$ will involve also the calibration matrices as variables. As a further possible extension, one can also consider writing the constraints without assuming a linear camera model, and instead, incorporate appropriate additional terms to account for non-linear effects such as radial distortion within the above definition of $q_i$ [15]. Conceptually, this would allow applying the method directly on captured imagery, without first rectifying it. However, it remains to be seen if such an approach will accurately infer the parameters corresponding to the nonlinear model.

Data Association Data association is a necessary step of determining which image feature observations across several cameras are in fact observations of the same 3D point. Shared observations comprise the constraints that allow optimizing camera poses (and 3D landmark positions in the case of standard bundle adjustment). In this paper we do not address the data association problem, instead we decouple it from the bundle adjustment process as is typical in other work. For our experiments we use data associations provided by Bundler [43].
We note, however, that in the context of robot navigation, data association needs to be determined online. A common method to do so is using RANSAC [10] with an underlying fundamental matrix model [15]. Similarly to LBA (and other structureless BA approaches), this process also does not involve explicit reconstruction of 3D points. Of course, data association is often imperfect and outliers can be occasionally introduced into the inference process. One common approach to deal with outliers is to resort to M-estimators with an appropriate robust loss function (e.g. Cauchy function), see e.g. [48]. While not at the focus of this paper, we note that these techniques can be also applied to LBA formulation (9) by accordingly weighting the residual error of each constraint $h_i$. We leave further investigation of these aspects to future research.

### 4.2 Factor Graph Representation

At this point it is beneficial to represent a factorization of the joint pdf $p(X)$ over variables $X$ using a graphical model, a *factor graph* [31], which will be later used for efficient incremental inference (see Section 5.1):

$$p(X) \propto \prod_i f_i(x_\alpha, x_\beta, \ldots).$$

(13)

Here, $f_i \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$ is a *factor* that involves some subset $\{x_\alpha, x_\beta, \ldots\}$ of the variables $X$. The membership of this subset of variables, called the *involved variables*, is predetermined for each factor $f_i$. These sets of involved variables comprise the sparsity of the function. The factors $f_i$ represent measurement likelihoods or prior terms.

The factor graph is a bipartite graph with two type of nodes: variable nodes $x_\alpha \in X$ and factor nodes $f_i$. An edge $e_{\alpha i}$ between the factor node $f_i$ and the variable node $x_\alpha$ exists if and only if the factor $f_i$ involves the variable $x_\alpha$.

The pdfs of both standard BA (4) and of LBA (9) are already given in the form (13). In particular, for LBA we define two- and three-view factors as follows:

$$f_{2v} (x_k, x_l) = \exp \left( -\frac{1}{2} \frac{||g_{2v}(x_k, x_l, z_k, z_l)||^2}{\Sigma_{2v}} \right),$$

(14)

and

$$f_{3v} (x_k, x_l, x_m) = \exp \left( -\frac{1}{2} \frac{||g_{3v}(x_k, x_l, x_m, z_k, z_l, z_m)||^2}{\Sigma_{3v}} \right),$$

(15)

with the covariances $\Sigma_{2v}$ and $\Sigma_{3v}:

$$\Sigma_{2v} = (\nabla_{z_k, z_l} g_{2v}) \Sigma (\nabla_{z_k, z_l} g_{2v})^T, \quad \Sigma_{3v} = (\nabla_{z_k, z_l, z_m} g_{3v}) \Sigma (\nabla_{z_k, z_l, z_m} g_{3v})^T.$$  

(16)

Consequently, the LBA pdf (9) can be written as:

$$p_{LBA}(X|Z) \propto \prod_{i=1}^{N_t} f_{2v/3v}(\tilde{X}_i),$$

(17)

where, as before, $\tilde{X}_i$ is a subset of camera poses.
Figure 3: Factor graph formulation for (a) BA and (b) LBA in a simple scenario of 4 cameras observing a single landmark $l_1$. (c) Factor graph after marginalizing out the landmark $l_1$. (d) LBA factor graph incorporating also GPS factors.

Similarly, the projection factor $f_{proj}$ is defined in Eq. (5) and the BA pdf can be written accordingly. Figures 3a-3b illustrate factor graph representations of BA and LBA in a simple scenario of 4 cameras observing a single landmark.

4.3 LBA in Robotics

While so far we considered only visual observations, in actual robotic applications different additional sensors are typically available. Combining all the available measurements from different sensors then becomes a matter of information fusion. The joint pdf (17) will include, in addition to two- and three-view factors, also factors that represent measurement likelihood terms from these additional sensors [20].

For example, considering GPS measurements and assuming for simplicity the image and GPS measurements arrive at the same rate, the joint pdf can be written as (omitting priors)

$$p(X_k|Z_k) \propto \prod_{s=0}^{k} p(z_{GPS}|x_s) \prod_{i=0}^{n_s} f_{2v/3v}(\hat{x}_{s_i}),$$

where the GPS basic measurement likelihood is represented by the unary factor $p(z_{GPS}|x_s)$, and $n_s$ is the number of two- and three-view factors that are added.
between camera pose \( x_s \) and past camera poses (i.e. \( \bar{X}_{s_i} \subseteq X_s \)). Figure 3d illustrates a factor graph corresponding to Eq. (18) in a simple scenario.

Given a factor graph representing a factorization of the joint pdf, one can calculate the MAP estimate \( X^*_k \) using the batch optimization described in Section 4.4. The same framework can also be used for inferring additional variable types, such as the robot’s velocity and calibration parameters of appropriate sensors.

### 4.4 Batch Optimization

Minimizing the negative log-likelihood of the LBA pdf (17),

\[
X^* = \arg \min_X - \log p_{LBA} (X|Z),
\]

or a general pdf \( p(X|Z) \) that includes additional sensors, leads to a nonlinear least-squares optimization over only the camera poses.

Gauss-Newton nonlinear optimization is suitable when the system is initialized sufficiently close to the solution. As with standard BA, the initialization must be of sufficient quality to not be trapped in local minima, though in practice we observe LBA to be more robust to bad initialization than standard BA. As opposed to BA, initialization of 3D points is not required in LBA. Additionally, standard BA typically requires a trust-region optimization like Dogleg or Levenberg-Marquardt for convergence [49], which adds computational complexity to the optimization. LBA, on the other hand, in all of our experiments, has converged using standard Gauss-Newton, without the use of trust-region methods.

Nonetheless, obtaining a good initialization prior to optimizing all camera poses is in fact quite difficult. Often in most SfM pipelines, instead of attempting to initialize all cameras at once, cameras or camera groups are added incrementally, with past cameras sometimes requiring nonlinear optimization before adding a new set [49]. LBA could also be used, instead of batch optimization each time a new camera is added, to speed up this procedure.

### 4.5 Structure Reconstruction

All, or some of the observed 3D points can be reconstructed based on the optimized camera poses following standard techniques (see, e.g., [15]). The optimal procedure, taking into account that both cameras and 3D points are random variables, is a full BA optimization (6). In practice, one may consider sub-optimal approaches that typically yield reasonable accuracy at lower computational cost. One sub-optimal approach is to reconstruct the \( j \)th 3D point \( l_j \), observed in several views with indices represented by the set \( A_j \), by minimizing the following cost function

\[
J (l_j) = \sum_{i \in A_j} \left\| z^i_j - \mathcal{P} (x_i) l_j \right\|_{\Sigma}^2,
\]
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where \( P(x_i) \) represents the projection matrix calculated using the estimated pose \( x_i \) and the known calibration matrix \( K_i \), so that \( P(x_i)l_j = \text{proj}(x_i, l_j) \).

While computational complexity of the optimization (20) depends on the cardinality of the set \( A_j \), it is typically inexpensive, in particular since it involves linear equations as camera poses are given and not optimized. The above formulation can be changed to include the camera pose uncertainty covariances and also account for correlation between different camera poses.

We stress again that structure reconstruction is not required by LBA, and should therefore be performed only when requested externally (e.g. by the user). It is for this reason that in the reported timing results for LBA (see Section 6), structure reconstruction is performed only once, after finishing processing the entire dataset. As discussed in the sequel, these results indicate LBA, including structure reconstruction, is significantly faster compared to BA.

5 Incremental Light Bundle Adjustment (iLBA)

In this section we describe the second component of our approach, extending LBA to the context of incremental inference in robotics. In robotics, information from cameras and other sensors typically comes in incrementally, and the best estimate incorporating all this available information should often be calculated as fast as possible. The main focus in this section is on LBA, and incorporating additional sensors is handled in the very same framework [23]. In order to efficiently handle the optimization component of iLBA, we use a recently-developed incremental smoothing method, iSAM2, which we review next.

5.1 Incremental Inference Using iSAM2

Our goal is to efficiently calculate the MAP estimate of the LBA pdf at time \( t_{k+1} \), i.e. optimize all camera poses \( X_{k+1} \) that have appeared by time \( t_{k+1} \), given all measurements \( Z_{k+1} \) that have arrived by that time:

\[
X^*_k = \arg \min_{X_{k+1}} \log p_{LBA}(X_{k+1}|Z_{k+1})
\]  

(21)

For this we use iSAM2, a recently-developed algorithm for very efficient incremental nonlinear optimization that reuses information obtained from optimizing the camera poses in the previous time step \( t_k \).

Since understanding how iSAM2 operates is essential for understanding computational complexity, we now briefly discuss the basic concept of iSAM2. iSAM2 applies graph algorithms to a factor graph representation of the optimization problem to incrementally update an exact QR or Cholesky factorization of a linear approximation of the problem, while also fluidly relinearizing variables that move too far from their linearization points.

When a new image is obtained, each image correspondence between that image and previous images will generate new factors in the graph. This is
equivalent to adding new block-rows to the measurement Jacobian $A$ of the linearized least-squares problem. The key insight is that optimization can proceed incrementally because most of the calculations are the same as in the previous step and can be reused.

iSAM2 works by incrementally updating a Gaussian Bayes net, equivalent to the upper-triangular matrix $R$ resulting from QR or Cholesky decomposition of $A$—this decomposition is the main task in calculating the linear solution vector step $\delta x$ in each iteration of the Gauss-Newton algorithm. The equivalency of a Gaussian Bayes net with sparse matrices is shown in Figure 4 and is as follows:

- A Gaussian Bayes net is the result of variable elimination on a Gaussian factor graph. Each node in the Bayes net represents a row of the sparse upper-triangular matrix $R$ and the entry in the r.h.s. vector $d$ with the same index as that row.

- Probabilistically, a Bayes net node, just as a row of the augmented matrix $[ R \ d ]$, represents the conditional Gaussian

$$
p (x_j | \Pi_j) \propto \exp \left( -\frac{1}{2} \left\| R_{j,j} x_j + \left( \sum_{k \in \pi_j} R_{j,k} x_k \right) - d_j \right\|^2 \right), \tag{22}
$$

where $j$ is the variable index (i.e. row index), $R_{\cdot,j}$ is an entry of the matrix $R$, and $d_j$ is the corresponding r.h.s. entry (see illustration in Figure 4b). $\Pi_j$ is the set of immediate ancestor variables of $x_j$ in the Bayes net, and $\pi_j$ are the variable indices of these ancestors, equivalently the variable indices (i.e. column indices) with non-zero entries in row $j$ of $R$.

iSAM2 proceeds to efficiently update the Bayes net with new variables and factors by leveraging the calculation dependencies represented by the Bayes net.
structure to identify the set of variables that need to be recalculated or relinearized and then performing the elimination. We will often refer to this operation as re-elimination. A simplified version of the algorithm to determine the set of variables to be recalculated is listed in Algorithm 1. A formal exposition of the iSAM2 algorithm is given by Kaess et al. [27].

Algorithm 1 Identification of variables $x_{affected}$ to be recalculated in the Bayes net

1: **Input**: Bayes net, new factors, new variables
2: **Initialization**: $x_{affected} = \emptyset$
3: Locate all the variable nodes that are involved in the new factors or whose linear step $\delta x$ is larger than a predetermined threshold.
4: for each such node $v$ do
5: Add $v$ to $x_{affected}$
6: Locate all paths in the Bayes net that lead from the node eliminated last in the elimination ordering (the root) to the node $v$
7: for each such path do
8: if a node $v'$ is on the path and $v' \notin x_{affected}$ then
9: Add $v'$ to $x_{affected}$
10: end if
11: end for
12: end for

Example As a basic example, consider a factor graph that represents the LBA pdf with 3 and 4 camera poses, as shown in Figure 5. The former case (Figure 5a) includes only two-view factors, while in the latter case, there is also a three-view factor that relates between the forth, third and second camera poses. The corresponding Bayes net to the factor graph from Figure 5a, assuming variable ordering \{x_1, x_2, x_3\}, is illustrated in Figure 6a. This Bayes net represents the factorization

$$p_{LBA}(X_3|Z_3) = p_{LBA}(x_3|Z_3)p_{LBA}(x_2|x_3, Z_3)p_{LBA}(x_1|x_2, Z_3).$$  \hfill (23)$$

Updating this factorization with a new camera pose ($x_4$) and two new factors, shown in red in Figure 5b, requires recalculating only some of the variables in the Bayes net. These variables, denoted by red color in Figure 6b, can be identified by Algorithm 1. One can observe the resulting Bayes net represents the factorization

$$p_{LBA}(X_4|Z_4) = p_{LBA}(x_4|Z_4)p_{LBA}(x_3|x_4, Z_4)p_{LBA}(x_2|x_3, x_4, Z_4)p_{LBA}(x_1|x_2, Z_4).$$  \hfill (24)$$

where the term $p_{LBA}(x_1|x_2, Z_4)$ is exactly the same as in the previous step (i.e. $p_{LBA}(x_1|x_2, Z_4) \equiv p_{LBA}(x_1|x_2, Z_3)$) and can therefore be re-used.

We proceed by addressing additional aspects in the iLBA framework.

---

\[^3\]Explicit conditioning on the measurements is omitted from Figure 6.
5.2 Incremental Initialization of New Cameras

Consider all camera poses up to time $t_k$ have been already optimized, and a new image is obtained at time $t_{k+1}$. The optimization requires an initial value for the new camera pose $x_{k+1}$, and new two- and three-view factors between that pose and earlier camera poses.

Calculating an initial pose of $x_{k+1}$ given some previously-processed two overlapping images involves two steps: we first calculate the relative motion between the new image and one of these previous images. This can be done by using the two-view constraints, or by calculating an essential matrix and extracting the motion parameters from it [15]. Since the translation is known only up to a scale, we optimize the translation magnitude using the three-view constraint (12) on camera triplets while keeping the rest of the motion parameters fixed.

5.3 Incrementally Selecting LBA Multiview Constraints Camera Sets

Next, new two- and three-view factors are created. For each new image observation $z_{k+1}^j \in Z_{k+1}$ of some landmark $j$, we locate two earlier camera poses $l$ and
that observe the same landmark (i.e. \( z^i_l \in Z_l \) and \( z^j_m \in Z_m \)) and formulate the appropriate two- and three-view factors \( f_{2v}(x_{k+1}, x_l) \) and \( f_{3v}(x_{k+1}, x_l, x_m) \), as explained in Section 4.2. As opposed to BA, where a projection factor would be added between two specific variable nodes (new camera pose \( x_{k+1} \) and landmark node \( l_j \)), in LBA the past cameras \( l \) and \( m \) are not uniquely determined. Indeed, if the set \( D^l_{ik} \) represents all the camera poses up to time \( t_k \) that observe the landmark \( l_j \)

\[
D^l_{ik} = \{ x_i | z^i_l \in Z_l \},
\]

then any two camera poses in \( D^l_{ik} \) can be used to formulate the two factors above\(^4\).

The choice of the past views \( l \) and \( m \) affects the graph topology and hence the computational complexity. It also affects accuracy which depends on the geometry between the camera poses, as well as on the number and distribution of image matches. While a rigorous analysis of how to optimally set the past views is left for future research, we have tried several different methodologies and use the following heuristic in this paper: we set \( m \) to be the earliest view in \( D^l_{ik} \), while \( l \) is chosen such that the relative translation vectors \( t_{k+1-l} \) and \( t_{l-m} \) have similar magnitudes. Specifically, in our current implementation, we initialize \( l \) to \( m + \lfloor (k - m) / 2 \rfloor \) and gradually modify it while comparing between \( |t_{k+1-l}| \) and \( |t_{l-m}| \). Typically, very few attempts are required until an appropriate view \( l \) is found. However, if no such view \( l \) exists in \( D^l_{ik} \), then the image observation \( z^i_{k+1} \) is skipped and no factors are created.

After creating new factors for all image observations \( Z_{k+1} \) in the current image, incremental inference is performed to calculate the MAP estimate (19), as explained in Section 5.1.

6 Computational Complexity Analysis

In this section we investigate the computational complexity of incremental LBA and compare it to incremental BA and incremental SLB in synthetic and real-imagery datasets.

Computational complexity depends both on the cost for solving the linearized system \( A\Delta = b \), and on the number of performed iterations, in which appropriate variables are re-linearized. The LBA and BA Jacobians differ in size and in the number of non-zero elements, with LBA Jacobian having up to twice the number of factors but many fewer variables, since landmark variables are algebraically eliminated beforehand.

Computational complexity of incremental LBA depends on different aspects: graph topology, variable ordering, number of affected variables and the factors

\(^4\)Moreover, the two- and three-view factors do not necessarily have to share the past view \( l \), and can be defined instead using different past views \( l', m \), i.e. \( f_{2v}(x_{k+1}, x_{l'}) \) and \( f_{3v}(x_{k+1}, x_{l'}, x_m) \).
that involve these variables, number of iterations, and linearization thresholds of each variable type.

While computational complexity strongly depends on variable ordering, calculating an optimal ordering is NP hard. Thus an ordering is typically determined using approximate heuristics such as COLAMD [5], and the resulting complexity is therefore difficult to predict. Moreover, variables’ re-linearization depends on thresholds being used for each variable type and analyzing how many variables are going to be re-linearized ahead of time is not trivial. For these reasons, in this section we analyze computational complexity of incremental LBA, compared to incremental BA, in an empirical study over a typical synthetic scenario, while assuming the ordering is calculated by constrained COLAMD in both cases. Additionally, we compare timing performance of incremental LBA, BA and another structureless BA method (SLB, see Section 3.2) in two real-imagery datasets.

Unless specified otherwise, all the methods in this study and in the remaining part of the paper are optimized incrementally using iSAM2; we therefore omit occasionally the explicit notation for incremental optimization (e.g., LBA refers to incremental LBA).

Before presenting this study, it is useful to point out the relation between the exact distribution over camera poses \( p(X|Z) \) and LBA distribution \( p_{LBA}(X|Z) \), in the context of computational complexity. The exact distribution can be obtained by marginalizing out all the landmark variables, as in Eq. (26), thereby assuming variable elimination ordering in which these variables are eliminated first, followed by the camera pose variables. Such an ordering has been commonly used in SfM related problems in computer vision (e.g. partitioned sparse LM optimization [15, 49]). Considering this specific ordering, LBA is guaranteed to have less fill-in since some of the inter-camera links are dropped (as explained in Section 7.1), and therefore both elimination and back-substitution steps will be faster.

In the next section, we consider the effect of the following aspects on computational complexity of both LBA and BA: number of image observations per frame, different feature track lengths, and dense sequential loop closures.

### 6.1 Complexity Study using Synthetic Datasets

We study different aspects in computational complexity of incremental LBA using two datasets, shown in Figure 7, in which the camera points downwards and observes 3D points while exploring different regions and occasionally revisiting previously-observed areas. The first dataset consists of 450 views and 15000 3D points; the second dataset consists of 350 views and 16500 3D points. While in these two datasets the camera points downwards, we consider also the other common scenario of a forward looking camera and present experiment results for two different scenarios in Section 7.4.

Each new camera pose is initialized based on the optimized pose of the previous camera and the relative pose obtained from an estimated essential matrix.
A perfect and known data association is assumed. Relative translation scale is determined using three-view geometry, as explained in Section 5.2. Landmarks, in case of BA, were initialized using triangulation after two observations have been made. The reason for using only two observations to initialize landmarks is to ensure BA and LBA use the same available information at each time instant.

An important aspect that has a major effect on processing time is how to choose linearization thresholds for each variable type (cf. Section 5.1). These thresholds were chosen such that nearly identical accuracy\(^5\) is obtained compared to incremental batch optimization, for each of the examined methods.

All results reported in this paper were obtained on a 2.2 GHz Core i7 laptop using a single-threaded implementation. iLBA and other methods used for comparison were implemented using the GTSAM factor graph optimization library\(^6\) [6, 27]. C++ code of iLBA is publicly available on the website of the first author.

**Number of image observations per frame** One reason that LBA is often faster than standard BA is that upon adding a new camera to the standard BA system, each observed landmark variable must be re-eliminated. Thus, a lower bound on the number of variables to be re-eliminated in BA is the number of image observations \(\eta\) in the current image. This bound is not tight – the actual number of re-eliminated variables is always higher: at least some of the currently-observed \(\eta\) landmarks will be ordered further away from the last-eliminated variable (which is typically the previous camera pose if using, e.g. constrained COLAMD [5]), and all variables on the path from this last-eliminated variable to each of the observed landmarks will also be re-eliminated\(^7\).

In contrast, the number of affected variables in LBA is not a function of \(\eta\). Instead, this number depends on the variable ordering and on the method used for choosing past camera poses when adding new two- and three-view factors to the graph (cf. Section 5.2).

When adding new observations in iSAM2, in addition to re-eliminating the observed variables, the Bayes net ancestors of the observed variables must also be re-eliminated (see Algorithm 1). Therefore, the overall number of re-eliminated variables depends on the original elimination ordering. We can get further insight by examining a basic scenario without loop closures where the Bayes net structure is predictable. We consider the LBA factor creation heuristic used in this paper, according to which, given a new landmark observation, one of the past cameras involved in the generated three-view factor is chosen to be the earliest camera observing that landmark. If a sequential variable ordering is used, the number of re-eliminated variables is upper-bounded by \(k - \zeta\),
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\(^5\)The thresholds were set to the loosest values that result in maximum difference of 0.05 degrees in rotation and 0.5 meters in position and landmarks in the entire dataset, when comparing with batch optimization.

\(^6\)https://borg.cc.gatech.edu/download.

\(^7\)As mentioned in Section 5.1, the total number of variables re-eliminated also depends on linearization thresholds and on the number of required iterations until convergence.
Figure 7: Synthetic scenarios considered in Sections 6 and 7.3: Exploration with (a) occasional loop closures and (b) dense loop closures. Camera points downwards, and is shown in red, observed 3D points are shown in black. Beginning of scenario is denoted by a (blue) mark. Best viewed in color.
where \( k \) is the index of the new camera pose and \( \zeta \) is the index of the earliest camera observing any of the \( \eta \) landmarks. If no loop-closures are present, i.e. all the \( \eta \) landmarks are consecutively observed, then \( k - \zeta \) is the maximum feature track length. Note that this bound is not a function of the number of image observations per frame \( \eta \). As will be seen next, although the actual variable ordering is not necessarily sequential, the number of variables re-eliminated in LBA, without taking into account re-linearization and loop closures, remains more or less the same for any value of \( \eta \).

In more realistic and complex scenarios, the number of re-eliminated variables due to the LBA factor creation heuristic and the elimination order is best studied empirically. The effect of different number of image observations per frame on computational complexity both in LBA and BA is examined in Figure 8 for the above-mentioned synthetic scenario. Constrained COLAMD, standard in iSAM2, was used in both methods for calculating the variable ordering. As seen in Figure 8c, increasing \( \eta \) results in an increase on the lower-bound on variables re-eliminated in BA. Here, *lower-bounds* refer to the number of variables to be re-eliminated in a single iteration, as determined by graph topology and variable ordering and without considering re-linearization. The number of variables re-eliminated in LBA, on the other hand, remains roughly the same as long as no loop closures occur and is very small (about 10 variables), regardless of the number of image observations per frame. The actual number of re-eliminated variables, taking into account all the performed iterations and also re-linearization of variables, is shown in Figure 8d.

During loop closures, the number of variables re-eliminated increases both in BA and LBA. One can clearly observe the spikes of variables re-eliminated in BA, while in LBA, processing loop closures involves re-eliminating many past camera variables, sometimes requiring re-eliminating all the variables. See lower bounds for these numbers in Figure 8e for \( \eta = 200 \). While these numbers are much smaller than in BA, this is an undesired behavior which results from the heuristic currently used for choosing what past camera poses to use when adding new factors (see Section 5.3). Investigating methodologies to address this issue is left for future research.

The number of factors that involve the re-eliminated variables, which is determined by graph topology, is another component that significantly affects computational complexity. Figure 8f shows the minimum number of factors (lower bounds) for \( \eta = 200 \), for LBA and BA. While away from loop closures, the number of involved factors is similar in both methods. However, since the number of re-eliminated variables is larger in BA, computational cost in LBA is much lower. The number of involved factors in LBA drastically increase during loop closures, which corresponds to the increase in re-eliminated variables as discussed above.

Figures 8a and 8b summarize processing time and number of variables re-eliminated for different values of \( \eta \). As seen, lower bounds and the actual number

---

8Calculation of lower-bounds is performed using ideal measurements and perfect variable initialization so that indeed no re-linearization will be required and the number of variables to be re-eliminated is determined only by graph topology and variable ordering.
An average processing time per frame, taking into account also re-linearization and including loop closures, is shown in Figure 8a. One can observe from this figure that LBA processing time is smaller by a factor of 2-3 in all cases. This speedup factor, i.e. the ratio between the shown two curves, increases with $\eta$, implying that LBA becomes more attractive (in terms of processing time) than BA as more image observations per frame are considered. For example, for $\eta = 400$, the speedup factor is around 2.5. As we show in the sequel (Section 7.3.2), higher values of $\eta$, i.e. using more image observations per frame, leads to better estimation accuracy.

We conclude by noting that in experiments we have observed LBA to be 8-10 times faster than BA (Section 7.4) due to higher values of $\eta$ being used (on the order of 1000), as determined by extracting and matching SIFT [33] features.

**Different feature track lengths** In this section the effect of different feature track lengths on computational complexity of LBA and BA is investigated. Using the same dataset (Figure 7a), the typical feature track length was altered by changing the baseline between cameras: Gradually decreasing the baseline increases the typical feature track length. The same area is observed in all cases, resulting in more camera frames for longer feature track values. A fixed number of 200 image observations per frame is used.

Longer feature track length leads to more variables re-eliminated both in LBA and BA. In LBA, this effect is barely noticeable as long there are no loop closures: factors involve more distant pose nodes as typical feature track length increases. Typically, adding a new multi-view factor requires re-elimination of these pose variables. In contrast, we have observed that in BA the number of variables re-eliminated substantially increases with feature track length: Depending on the variable ordering, observation of a previously seen landmark involves more past cameras, and in case of BA also additional landmarks that are observed from these cameras.

This can be seen in Figure 9b, which shows the lower bound on number of variables re-eliminated (as determined by graph topology and the calculated ordering) for feature track lengths of 5, 15 and 30 camera frames. In practice, the actual number of variables re-eliminated is higher, as explained in the previous section.

Actual average processing time per frame is shown in Figure 9a. One can observe that LBA remains faster than BA also when feature track length increases. The two methods share the same trend of increasing computational time for longer feature track lengths, as these densify the graph, that contains larger cliques, and lead to more camera poses involved in each loop closure.

**Dense sequential loop closures** The effect of sequential dense loop closures on computational complexity is examined. The considered dataset, shown in Figure 7b, contains segments in which consecutive views introduce loop closure observations, i.e. the camera continuously re-visits previously observed areas.
Figure 8: Effect of changing number of image observations per frame on computational complexity. Processing time of LBA is less than BA, and is less sensitive to the number of image observations per frame being used: (a) Average processing time per image. (b) Average number of re-eliminated variables per image. (c)-(d) Lower bounds and actual number of variables re-eliminated, per camera frame for $\eta \in \{100, 300, 500\}$. Loop closures are seen as spikes in the BA method. (e)-(f) Lower bounds for number of re-eliminated variables and the involved factors for $\eta = 200$ image observations per frame. Total number of variables and factors in LBA are also shown. Note scale in figures (c)-(d) is logarithmic.
Figure 9: Effect of different feature track lengths (5, 15 and 30) on computational complexity aspects. Number of image observations per frame is $\eta = 200$ in all cases. (a) Average processing time per image. (b) Lower bounds on number of re-eliminated variables, determined by graph topology and variable ordering (corresponds to a single optimization iteration, without accounting for re-linearization). Loop closures can be clearly seen as spikes in the BA method (spikes go well beyond the shown y axis).

This mimics common SfM problems where many cameras view the same building or scene.

Lower bounds on the number of variables re-eliminated are shown in Figure 10a. Using the current heuristic for choosing past cameras when adding new factors, and calculating ordering based on constrained COLAMD, sequential loop closures involve re-eliminating many past cameras in LBA. Observe that in some cases all the camera poses are re-eliminated, as was already seen in the previous dataset. One can see the trend in the figure, according to which adding more cameras and loop closures will eventually result in BA having smaller lower bounds on number of variables re-eliminated than LBA.

However, the identified lower bounds are loose; the actual number of variables re-eliminated in LBA, taking into account affected variables due to re-linearization and the required iterations until convergence, is still much more attractive in most cases, as shown in Figure 10b. The corresponding average processing time per frame and total processing time is 0.59 and 210 seconds in LBA, compared to 0.75 and 268.5 seconds in BA.

Is there a better method for choosing past cameras in LBA? Is constrained COLAMD well-suited for LBA? These aspects are expected to impact both accuracy and computational complexity of LBA, and are left for future research. Further computational gain can be obtained by calculating a reduced measurement matrix [15] from the applied multi-view constraints, as was already presented in [41] for two-view constraints and can be extended to three-view constraints as well. Such an approach could remove the dependency of involved matrices.
in the underlying optimization on the number of feature correspondences (or multi-view constraints), resulting in significantly reduced memory footprint.

6.2 Complexity Study using Real-Imagery Datasets

In this section we show computational complexity results of incremental LBA and compare it to other methods using real indoor and outdoor datasets that were collected in our lab. In the first dataset (*Cubicle*) the camera observes a cubicle desk in an open space environment from different viewpoints and distances. In the second dataset, *Outdoor*, the camera follows a trajectory encircling a courtyard and building and performing loop closures as shown in Figure 11. Figure 12 shows typical images from these datasets. Table 1 provides further details regarding the number of views and 3D points, as well as the number of total observations in the two datasets. Figure 1 visualizes the LBA-optimized camera poses and the reconstructed 3D points based on these camera poses for both datasets.

Image correspondences, as well as the calibration matrices, were obtained by first running Bundler\(^9\) [45] on each dataset. Incremental initializations of

Figure 11: (a) Estimated trajectory in *Outdoor* dataset. (b) Norm of position difference between LBA and BA. Both figures demonstrate LBA and standard BA produce very similar results.
camera poses were calculated by estimating essential matrices between pairs of images, as described in Section 5.2. Degenerate and ill-conditioned camera configurations were identified by having either an under-determined or invalid essential matrix. Initial values for landmarks, required for a standard BA, were computed using triangulation. The bundler solution was not used to initialize any camera poses or landmarks. To eliminate gauge freedoms, the first camera was fixed to the origin and the overall reconstruction scale was determined by constraining the range between the first and second camera to a constant.

We compare the processing time of LBA with BA, as well as with the other structureless BA method: SLB. This method uses the formulation (8) with three-view constraints (10)-(12), which is similar to the cost function used in [47]. Recalling that in LBA, the covariances $\Sigma_i$ are calculated once and kept fixed (cf. Section 4), we also present a comparison to the case in which these covariances are re-calculated each time a linearization occurs. This variation is denoted by LBA$\Sigma_i$. Incremental smoothing is used in all methods.

The computational complexity in the two real-imagery datasets is shown in Figure 13 and summarized in Table 3. The total time required for all steps of incremental optimization for processing the entire dataset is reported; cameras are added one-by-one to the system for each method, and incrementally optimized using iSAM2 after adding each camera pose.

The results indicate that LBA exhibits much lower computation time than standard BA, approximately by a factor of 10. LBA computation time is similarly lower than SLB (between a factor of 4 and 10). LBA is roughly twice as fast as LBA$\Sigma_i$.

The above observation lines up with the results of the synthetic study (see Section 6), where it was shown that the complexity of LBA increases less dramatically compared to BA when increasing the number of image observations per frame. As seen from Table 1, the average number of observations per frame in the two datasets is on the order of 1000, compared to up to 500 in the synthetic study. These high values of $\eta$ were obtained by extracting and matching SIFT [33] features by Bundler, as mentioned above.

Figure 12: Typical images in the Cubicle (a) and Outdoor (b) datasets.
Figure 13: Comparison of computation time between algorithms for two real-imagery datasets. Times are total for all steps of incremental optimization. Full details are summarized in Table 3.

7 Accuracy of Solution and Uncertainty Estimate

As demonstrated in the previous section, the computational complexity of incremental LBA is significantly reduced compared to other methods. However, this gain in performance comes at the cost of certain compromise in accuracy. In this section we analyze the causes for this compromise in accuracy (Section 7.1), and demonstrate, using the same synthetic and real-imagery datasets from Section 6, that this compromise is minor and high-accuracy results and reliable uncertainty estimates are typically obtained (Sections 7.3-7.5). In particular, we analyze the accuracy of incremental LBA, consider its sensitivity to different aspects and provide a comparison to BA, SLB and LBA\(\Sigma\) (all methods use incremental smoothing).

7.1 Theoretical Probabilistic Analysis

This section analyzes how well the LBA distribution \(p_{LBA}(X|Z)\) represents the true density \(p(X|Z)\). An exact calculation of the latter would marginalize the landmarks from the joint \(p(X, L|Z)\)

\[
p(X|Z) = \int_{L} p(X, L|Z) dL. \tag{26}
\]

While in practice LBA represents a similar probability density over camera poses as BA, there are two root effects that cause the LBA distribution to be an approximation of the true density: First, \textit{LBA discards some mutual information in large camera cliques}, by considering only the mutual information between camera pairs and triplets introduced by them observing the same landmark. Bundle adjustment, on the other hand, induces mutual information between
all cameras observing the same landmark. Second, LBA duplicates some information for image measurements used in multiple factors, double-counting measurements that appear in multiple two- or three-view factors.

As an example of both of these effects, consider observing a landmark \( l \) by four views \( x_1, x_2, x_3 \) and \( x_4 \), as illustrated in Figure 3. The joint pdf is given by

\[
p(X_4, l | Z_4) \propto \prod_{i=1}^{4} f_{\text{proj}}(x_i, l),
\]

where \( X_4 \) and \( Z_4 \) denote the four camera poses and the four image observations, respectively. On the other hand, the LBA pdf is

\[
p_{\text{LBA}}(X_4 | Z_4) \propto f_{2v}(x_1, x_2) f_{2v}(x_2, x_3) f_{3v}(x_1, x_2, x_3) f_{2v}(x_3, x_4) f_{3v}(x_2, x_3, x_4)
\]

which corresponds to the set of two- and three-view factors (see Figure 3b).

The first effect, discarding of mutual information, can be seen when comparing the LBA pdf with the pdf resulting from eliminating the landmarks from the BA pdf,

\[
p(X_4 | Z_4) = \int_{X_4} p(X, L | Z) dX_4
\]

The result in the case of BA is a single clique over all camera poses (cf. Figure 3c). In general, there is no way to exactly factor such a dense clique in a way that reduces complexity. The multiple factors of LBA over pairs and triplets (Eq. (28)) reduce complexity instead by discarding some “links” that would otherwise be introduced between cameras.

The second effect, duplication of some image measurement information, can be seen in the sharing of cameras between LBA factors in Eq. (28). Any two factors sharing a camera in common both use the information from the shared camera, effectively duplicating it. For example, \( f_{2v}(x_1, x_2) \) and \( f_{2v}(x_2, x_3) \) both use the information from the measurements in camera 2.

This duplication of information happens since the two- and three-view factors were assumed to have independent noise models, represented by the covariance matrix \( \Sigma_i \) for the \( i \)th factor, and therefore could be separately written in the LBA pdf (9). This assumption is violated for factors that share measurements, as in the example above. One approach to avoid double counting is therefore to augment such factors, while accounting for the fact that the same measurement is involved by appropriate cross-covariance terms in the (augmented) covariance matrix. For example, for any two factors representing constraints \( g_a \) and \( g_b \), we can define \( f_{\text{aug}} = \exp\left(-\frac{1}{2} ||g_{\text{aug}}||_2^2 \right) \), with \( g_{\text{aug}} = \begin{bmatrix} g_a \ g_b \end{bmatrix}^T \) and the augmented covariance matrix \( \Sigma_{\text{aug}} \):

\[
\Sigma_{\text{aug}} = \begin{bmatrix} \Sigma_a & \Sigma_{ab} \\ \Sigma_{ba} & \Sigma_b \end{bmatrix}
\]

(30)
where the cross-covariance terms $\Sigma_{ab}$ are non-zero when the constraints share measurements. However, since multiple factors are combined into a single multidimensional factor that involves all the variables in these individual factors, the factor graph becomes denser. Therefore, such an approach is expected to have considerable impact on computational complexity.

As we show in the sequel, despite the above two aspects, the actual LBA distribution is very similar to the true distribution $p(X|Z)$. In future research, we plan to investigate how duplicating information can be avoided while maintaining attractive computational complexity using conservative information fusion techniques. In particular, we envision using covariance intersection [26] to avoid double counting, which would correspond to appropriately modifying the covariance of involved poses while still treating multi-view factors of the same 3D points separately, e.g. without the need to account for $\Sigma_{ab}$ in Eq. (30). It is worth mentioning that the presented probabilistic analysis is valid for other existing structureless BA methods [47, 41, 18] as well.

7.2 Quantitative Evaluation of Probabilistic Accuracy

While $p(X|Z)$ can be calculated from the BA pdf $p(X,L|Z)$ (see Eq. (26)), this calculation is not tractable in closed form and we therefore use an alternate method to compare the pdfs of LBA and BA. This method evaluates how well LBA and BA agree in both the absolute uncertainty of each camera pose in a global frame, and the relative uncertainty between all pairs of cameras.

In order to compare uncertainties, we first assume that both $p_{LBA}(X|Z)$ and $p(X|Z)$ are well-approximated as multivariate Gaussian distributions about their MAP estimates

$$p_{LBA}(X|Z) = N(\mu_{LBA}, \Sigma_{LBA}) \quad , \quad p(X|Z) = N(\mu, \Sigma).$$

(31)

In the following sections, we first discuss accuracy in MAP estimates of LBA ($\mu_{LBA}$), and compare it to MAP estimates of BA ($\mu$), and also to SLB and LBA$\Sigma$ methods. Results both for synthetic and real-imagery datasets are provided (Sections 7.3 and 7.4, respectively). Using synthetic datasets we also study accuracy sensitivity to different aspects. Finally, in Section 7.5 we examine uncertainty estimation by comparing the estimated covariance matrices in LBA ($\Sigma_{LBA}$) and BA ($\Sigma$).

7.3 Experiments with Synthetic Datasets

We study the sensitivity of accuracy of both iLBA and incremental BA to the following aspects: different image noise levels, different number of image observations per frame, and dense loop closure observations. These effect of these aspects on computational complexity was already analyzed in Section 6.2.
7.3.1 Sensitivity to Image Noise

Position and rotation estimation errors, calculated with respect to ground truth, are shown in Figure 14 for different levels of image noise ($\sigma \in \{0.5, 1.0, 1.5\}$ pixels). Position (a) and rotation (b) intermediate and final average estimation errors, per camera frame. Shown errors are averaged for 20 runs for each noise level; 200 image observations per frame are used in all cases. While LBA exhibits higher sensitivity to image noise, its processing time is typically smaller, by a factor of 3 in this dataset, compared to BA (see Table 2). Figure best viewed in color.

Figure 14: Accuracy performance for different levels of image noise ($\sigma \in \{0.5, 1.0, 1.5\}$ pixels). Position (a) and rotation (b) intermediate and final average estimation errors, per camera frame. Shown errors are averaged for 20 runs for each noise level; 200 image observations per frame are used in all cases. While LBA exhibits higher sensitivity to image noise, its processing time is typically smaller, by a factor of 3 in this dataset, compared to BA (see Table 2). Figure best viewed in color.

7.3.1 Sensitivity to Image Noise

Position and rotation estimation errors, calculated with respect to ground truth, are shown in Figure 14 for different levels of image noise for the first dataset (Figure 7a). Both intermediate and final estimation errors are shown. Intermediate estimation errors are calculated for each time instant $t_k$ based on all the available measurements $Z_k$ by that time, while final estimation errors are calculated after the entire dataset has been processed, based on all the measurements of the dataset. The shown values are averages over 20 runs that were performed for each noise level, for each method. 200 image observations per frame are used in all cases.

Figure 15 summarizes the intermediate accuracy results and also presents landmark and re-projection final errors. Table 2 presents the further details of average processing time per frame, total processing time for the entire dataset, and a comparison with SLB and LBA methods.

Referring to Figure 14, intermediate estimation errors develop as more images are processed and until loop closure observations are made, which significantly reduce the errors. In contrast, final estimation errors are smoothed, with the maximum error typically located far away from loop closure frames.

For a given image noise level, estimation errors in LBA develop faster than in BA, as long as no loop closures occur. This is expected since the LBA formulation discards some of the available information (cf. Section 7.1). LBA errors are significantly reduced by loop closure observations, usually approaching BA error levels. For image noise $\sigma = 0.5$, LBA intermediate position and
rotation errors are below 7 meters and 0.5 degrees for all camera poses, and are further reduced in the final solution to values below 3 meters and 0.2 degrees. Normalizing by the total distance traveled (10km), the level of intermediate errors correspond to 0.07% in position and $5e^{-5}$ deg/m in rotation.

Processing time is reported in Table 2 for a typical run with image noise $\sigma = 0.5$. One can observe that LBA is about 3 times faster than BA, and is by far faster than SLB and LBA$. The fact that SLB is considerably more computationally expensive is not surprising since it has many more variables to optimize over.

Increasing image noise levels deteriorates accuracy both in BA and LBA: LBA is much more sensitive, since image observations are not corrected, as opposed to SLB method. Therefore, accurate feature correspondences are essential for obtaining good accuracy in LBA. Note that nearly identical re-projection errors are obtained in LBA and BA, for each image noise level (Figure 15b). However, while LBA exhibits higher sensitivity to image noise, its processing time is significantly smaller compared to BA for a given choice of $\eta$ (number of image observations per frame), see Figures 8 and 13.

Referring to other structureless BA methods, one can observe that SLB yields slightly improved accuracy results, however at a much higher processing time. A very similar accuracy is obtained for LBA and LBA$, at a considerably higher processing time of the latter.
Table 2: Processing time in an exploration scenario with occasional loop closures (Figure 7a) with image noise $\sigma = 0.5$ pixels and 200 image observations per frame. All methods use incremental smoothing. Processing time is presented per frame (average and standard deviation), and for incrementally processing the entire dataset. Bottom part of the table shows average intermediate position estimation errors for different levels of image noise, comparing between LBA, LBA$\Sigma$, BA and SLB methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Processing time [sec]</th>
<th>BA</th>
<th>SLB</th>
<th>LBA</th>
<th>LBA$\Sigma$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>per frame $\mu$</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>4.07</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>1.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>std</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>2.81</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>779.8</td>
<td>2029</td>
<td><strong>267.2</strong></td>
<td>706.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>image noise</th>
<th>Ave. position accuracy [m]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>3.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>7.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.3.2 Different Numbers of Image Observations per Frame

The effect of different number of image observations per frame $\eta$ on accuracy is shown in Figure 16, comparing between LBA and BA. As in the previous section, 20 runs were performed for each $\eta$. These runs are summarized in Figure 16 in terms of mean and standard deviation (taken over these runs and over the camera poses in the dataset).

As seen, incorporating more image observations improves the estimation accuracy in both cases, however, as discussed in Section 6 and shown in Figure 8, computational complexity tends to scale more gracefully in LBA and processing time is typically at least 2-3 times faster.

7.3.3 Dense Sequential Loop Closures

Accuracy results for the dense loop closure scenario (Figure 7b) are summarized in Figure 17. Different image noise levels are considered, as in Section 7.3.1. As expected, overall accuracy is improved due to frequent loop closures (compared to results of the previous dataset, Figure 15), with LBA remaining more sensitive to image noise than BA.

7.4 Experiments with Real-Imagery Datasets

In this section we compare the accuracy of LBA, BA, SLB and LBA$\Sigma$, all using incremental smoothing, in the two real-imagery datasets (see Figure 7). Specifically, we compare the re-projection errors and the difference in camera pose estimation with respect to BA. In case of structureless BA methods (LBA,
Figure 16: Effect of different number of image observations per frame on accuracy. Exploration with occasional loop closures scenario is used in all cases. Mean and standard deviation of intermediate and final estimation errors are shown for (a) position and (b) rotation. Accuracy increases as more image observations per frame are used.

LBA, structure is reconstructed based on the optimized camera poses after convergence.

Figure 18 and Table 3 show the obtained accuracy performance. The cost of the improved timing performance of LBA (analyzed in Section 6.2) is modestly higher errors. Re-projection errors are slightly higher than the other methods. Average position discrepancy of LBA with respect to standard BA is 1.5mm on the Cubicle dataset, which covers an area approximately 3m in width. Average position discrepancy on the Outdoor dataset is 0.6m, where the area covered is approximately 150m×120m. Rotation discrepancy with respect to standard BA shows the same trend.

In the next section we conclude this analysis by also examining the discrepancy in uncertainty estimates between LBA and BA.
Figure 17: Accuracy performance for different levels of image noise in exploration scenario with dense loop closures. Performance is calculated for 20 runs of each of the methods. Mean and standard deviation of position and rotation intermediate and final estimation errors are shown.

Figure 18: Comparison of reprojection errors between algorithms for two real-imagery datasets. Reprojection errors are computed after incremental optimization of the last camera pose. Full details are summarized in Table 3.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cubicle</th>
<th>BA</th>
<th>SLB</th>
<th>LBA</th>
<th>LBA</th>
<th>Outdoor</th>
<th>BA</th>
<th>SLB</th>
<th>LBA</th>
<th>LBA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall time, s</td>
<td>6024</td>
<td>1813</td>
<td>978</td>
<td>581</td>
<td>Overall time, s</td>
<td>26414</td>
<td>41284</td>
<td>6076</td>
<td>3163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reproj err, mean</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>Reproj err, mean</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reproj err, stdd</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>Reproj err, stdd</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg pos'n diff, m</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.0010</td>
<td>0.0015</td>
<td>0.0015</td>
<td>Avg pos'n diff, m</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.407</td>
<td>0.376</td>
<td>0.601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg rot'n diff, rad</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>3e-4</td>
<td>4e-4</td>
<td>5e-4</td>
<td>Avg rot'n diff, rad</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>2e-3</td>
<td>1e-3</td>
<td>1e-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\chi^2$</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>$\chi^2$</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Cubicle dataset  
(b) Outdoor dataset

Table 3: Full result details corresponding to Figure 18. Mean and standard deviation of final reprojection errors, and $\chi^2$ errors. $\chi^2$ error close to 1 indicates that the distribution of the final residuals matches the Gaussian distribution predicted by uncertainty propagation of the image observation noise. Camera pose differences are reported with respect to standard bundle adjustment (BA).
7.5 Experimental Evaluation of Uncertainty Estimate

We study the estimated absolute and relative uncertainties in LBA, both encoded by the estimated covariance matrix $\Sigma_{LBA}$, and provide a comparison to BA, using the two real-imagery datasets. We now explain how these estimated uncertainties are compared in practice.

In order to compare relative uncertainty between camera poses, we compare conditional densities $p(x_i|x_j, Z)$ between all pairs of cameras. This calculation quantifies how well LBA agrees with BA in relative uncertainty. The conditionals are obtained by integrating out all variables other than $x_i$ and $x_j$,

$$p(x_i|x_j, Z) = \int_{X \setminus \{x_i, x_j\}, L} p(X, L|Z) / p(x_j|Z).$$

This can be done analytically by approximating the joint as a Gaussian around its MAP estimate, and applying sparse factorization,

$$p(X, L|Z) = p(X \setminus \{x_i, x_j\}, L|x_i, x_j, Z) p(x_i|x_j, Z) p(x_j|Z),$$

from which the desired conditional $p(x_i|x_j, Z)$ can be read off.

Specifically, in our implementation we first calculate the joint marginal information matrix for each camera pair $i$ and $j$

$$\begin{bmatrix} I_{ii} & I_{ij} \\ I_{ji} & I_{jj} \end{bmatrix},$$

from the appropriate joint pdf ($p(X, L|Z)$ and $p_{LBA}(X|Z)$). The information form then allows to conveniently calculate the conditional covariance $\Sigma^{ij}$ as (see, e.g. [8])

$$\Sigma^{ij} = I_{ii}^{-1}.\tag{35}$$

We compare the probability density of the camera poses estimated by LBA to that of BA by comparing their discrepancy both in the marginal uncertainty of each camera pose, and in relative uncertainty between each camera pair. To make these comparisons, we define a discrepancy measure of the square roots of the traces of each covariance matrix, which intuitively is an approximate measure of the difference in their standard deviations,

$$\text{discrepancy}(\Sigma_1, \Sigma_2) \triangleq c \left( \sqrt{\text{tr}(\Sigma_1)} - \sqrt{\text{tr}(\Sigma_2)} \right),$$

where $c$ is a scale factor that converts the unit-less 3D reconstructions into meters. We determined this scalar by physically measuring the dataset collection area, or superimposing the trajectory onto a satellite image. We compute this separately for the blocks of the covariance matrices corresponding to rotation and translation. The units of the discrepancy are radians for rotation ($c = 1$) and meters for translation, with $c$ properly determined to correct the reconstruction scale.
Figure 19: Cubicle dataset: (a) Covariance trace of each camera pose. (b) Trace of covariance and number of factors in LBA formulation, both are normalized to 1.

For example, to compare the Gaussian-approximated conditional density of LBA $p_{LBA}(x_i|x_j,Z)$ with covariance $\Sigma_{LBA}^{ij}$ with that of BA $p(x_i|x_j,Z)$ with covariance $\Sigma_{BA}^{ij}$, we compute discrepancy $(\Sigma_{LBA}^{ij}, \Sigma_{BA}^{ij})$. Similarly for marginals $p_{LBA}(x_i|Z)$ and $p_{BA}(x_i|Z)$, we compute discrepancy $(\Sigma_{LBA}^i, \Sigma_{BA}^i)$. A positive discrepancy value means that the uncertainty estimate of LBA is conservative, whereas a negative discrepancy value means that the uncertainty estimate of LBA is overconfident.

A comparison of the absolute uncertainty for the Cubicle dataset is given in Figure 19 and Figures 20a-20b. Figure 19a compares, for each camera pose $i$, between the covariance trace of $\Sigma_{LBA}^{ij}$ and $\Sigma_{BA}^{ij}$. As seen, the initial uncertainty is very small and it increases as the camera moves around the cubicle desk and drops to low values when the camera captures previously-observed areas thereby providing loop-closure measurements. Figure 19b describes the interaction between the uncertainty of each view and the number of factors that involve this view. As expected, the covariance is higher when less factors are involved and vice versa.

Overall, the absolute uncertainties in LBA and BA are very similar. This can be also observed in Figures 20a-20b that show a histogram of the discrepancy (36) both for position and orientation terms. Typical position discrepancies are near $-10^{-4}$ meters. The discrepancies for relative uncertainties are given in Figures 20c-20d for position and orientation terms.

Figure 21 shows the discrepancy histograms for the Outdoor dataset. The absolute and relative discrepancies between LBA and BA are small, e.g. less than 5 centimeters in the absolute position for a trajectory that spans an area of $120 \times 150$ meters (see Figure 11), and on the order of $10^{-4}$ radians for the absolute rotation uncertainty.
Figure 20: Discrepancy histograms for the Cubicle dataset: Absolute position (a) and orientation (b); Relative position (c) and orientation (d) between every camera pair in the sequence.

Figure 21: Discrepancy histograms for the Outdoor dataset: Absolute position (a) and orientation (b); Relative position (c) and orientation (d) between every camera pair in the sequence.
8 Conclusions

In this paper we presented incremental light bundle adjustment (iLBA), an efficient optimization that is applicable both to structure from motion and robotics applications. The method incorporates two key components to reduce computational complexity. The number of variables in the optimization is significantly reduced by algebraic elimination of 3D points, leading to a cost function that is formulated in terms of three-view constraints and involves only the camera poses. The resulting optimization problem is represented using graphical models and incremental inference is applied to efficiently incorporate new imagery information by exploiting sparsity and using adaptive partial calculations. Typically, only a small subset of past camera poses is recalculated when adding a new camera into the optimization. While 3D points are not explicitly estimated, all or any part of them can be reconstructed based on the optimized camera poses whenever required. Additional sensors, typically available in robotic applications, can be naturally incorporated as well.

A probabilistic analysis of the proposed method was presented, investigating how well the probability distribution of iLBA represents the exact probability over camera poses that is calculated using bundle adjustment. Computational complexity and accuracy of iLBA was studied and compared to incremental bundle adjustment and another recent related method using both synthetic and real-imagery datasets. This study showed that iLBA is considerably faster (by a factor of 2-10) than bundle adjustment and scales more gracefully when increasing the number of image observations per frame. iLBA’s accuracy approaches bundle adjustment for reasonable image noise levels. In particular, average difference in position between iLBA and bundle adjustment in an outdoor real-imagery dataset that covers an area of 150m×120m is 0.6 meters. The real-imagery datasets were also used to analyze how well iLBA and incremental bundle adjustment agree in estimated uncertainties, and exhibited very small discrepancies between the two methods.

Adding each new camera pose into the optimization involves instantiating three-view constraints that also involve past camera poses. Which past camera poses are chosen impacts both computational complexity and accuracy of iLBA. Being able to do so optimally and efficiently remains an open problem that will be addressed in future research. Another interesting aspect that is left for future research is comparing computational complexity and accuracy between using multi-view constraints and relative pose constraints. Finally, resorting to GPU-accelerated computing is yet another promising direction to pursue.
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Appendix

In this appendix we relate between the well-known trifocal constraints and the three-view constraints (10)-(12). Assume some 3D point $X$ is observed by several views. The image projection of this landmark for each of these views is given by $\lambda_i p_i = P_i X$, where $\lambda_i$ is the unknown scale parameter and $P_i = K_i \begin{bmatrix} R_i & t_i \end{bmatrix}$ is the projection matrix of the $i$th view.

Choosing the reference frame to be the first view, the projection equations turn into $\lambda_1 K_1^{-1} p_1 \neq X$ and $\lambda_i K_i^{-1} p_i = R_i \hat{X} + t_i$ for $i > 1$. Here $\hat{X}$ denotes inhomogeneous coordinates of the 3D point $X$. Substituting the former equation into the latter equation eliminates the 3D point, yielding

$$\lambda_i K_i^{-1} p_i = R_i \lambda_1 K_1^{-1} p_1 + t_i, \ i > 1$$

(37)

From this point the derivation of three-view and trifocal constraints differs. In the former case, a matrix is constructed from Eq. (37) for the first view and two other views $i$ and $j$:

$$\begin{bmatrix} R_i K_i^{-1} p_1 & -K_i^{-1} p_i & 0 & t_i \\ R_j K_j^{-1} p_1 & 0 & -K_j^{-1} p_j & t_j \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} \lambda_1 \\ \lambda_i \\ \lambda_j \end{bmatrix}^T = 0$$

(38)

while in the case of trifocal constraints, the additional scale parameter in Eq. (37) is eliminated by cross multiplying with $K_i^{-1} p_i$. Representing the resulting equations in a matrix formulation yields the so-called multi-view matrix [34]:

$$\begin{bmatrix} [K_1^{-1} p_2]_x R_2 K_1^{-1} p_1 & [K_2^{-1} p_2]_x t_2 \\ [K_1^{-1} p_3]_x R_3 K_1^{-1} p_1 & [K_3^{-1} p_3]_x t_3 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} \lambda_1 \\ 1 \end{bmatrix} = 0$$

(39)

Enforcing the rank-deficiency condition on the two matrices in Eqs. (38) and (39) yields the three-view and the trifocal constraints [17, 34]. Although Eq. (39) contains expressions for all the views, the resulting constraints relate only between triplets of views.
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